
GRADE LEVEL 1: SOCIAL STUDIES  
Overview of Units: 

 Government & Civics/Culture & Societies 

 Geography 

 Historical Perspective 

 Economics  
 
Social studies in the primary grades has a different level/grade context each year. For example, grade four focuses on 
Kentucky studies and regions of the United States. Grade five includes an integrated focus on United States history. 
Regardless of the level/grade context, students incorporate each of the five areas of social studies in an integrated 
fashion to explore the content. 
 
The primary purpose of social studies is to help students develop the ability to make informed decisions as citizens of a 
culturally diverse, democratic society in an interdependent world. The skills and concepts found throughout this 
document reflect this purpose by promoting the belief that students must develop more than an understanding of social 
studies content. They must also be able to apply the content perspectives of several academic fields of the social 
studies to personal and public experiences. By stressing the importance of both content knowledge and its application, 
the social studies curriculum in Kentucky provides a framework that prepares students to become productive citizens. 
 
The social studies content standards at the intermediate level are directly aligned with Kentucky's Academic 
Expectations. Social Studies standards are organized around five “Big Ideas” that are important to the discipline of 
social studies. The five Big Ideas in social studies are: Government and Civics, Cultures and Societies, Economics, 
Geography and Historical Perspective. The Big Ideas, which are more thoroughly explained in the pages that follow, are 
conceptual organizers that are the same at each grade level. This consistency ensures students have multiple 
opportunities throughout their school careers to develop skills and concepts linked to the Big Ideas. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Big Idea 
UNIT 1: GOVERNMENT & CIVICS/CULTURES & SOCIETIES 

Government & Civics 
The study of government and civics equips students to understand the nature of government and the unique characteristics of representative democracy in 
the United States, including its fundamental principles, structure and the role of citizens. Understanding the historical development of structures of power, 
authority and governance and their evolving functions in contemporary U.S. society and other parts of the world is essential for developing civic 
competence. An understanding of civic ideals and practices of citizenship is critical to full participation in society and is a central purpose of the social 
studies. 

Cultures and Societies 
Culture is the way of life shared by a group of people, including their ideas and traditions. Cultures reflect the values and beliefs of groups in different ways 
(e.g., art, music, literature, religion); however, there are universals connecting all cultures. Culture influences viewpoints, rules, and institutions in a global 
society. Students should understand that people form cultural groups throughout the United States and the World, and that issues and challenges unite and 
divide them. 

 
*Essential Questions: 

1. Do we really need rules and laws in our community?  

2. What is the purpose of rules?  

3. How do rules and laws keep us safe? 

4. Why are rules and laws needed to maintain peace in our communities?    

5. Who are the people who have authority to make and enforce rules and laws?   

6. How is power used in our school and in our community by people who have no authority?   

7. Why are rights and responsibilities important?  

8. What is justice? 

9. What is cooperation? 

10. How can conflicts be solved fairly at home, school, and in our community?  

Specific Content Area 
 

Vocabulary/Concepts/Skills/CLTs Activities/Resources Assessments 

A: Rules and Laws 
 

Essential Questions: 

*Do we really need rules and laws 

in our community?   

*What is the purpose of rules? 

*How do rules and laws keep us 

safe? 

*Why are rules and laws needed 

to maintain peace in our 

communities?    
 

 Rules  

 Laws 

 Rules/classroom-begins to recognize the 

concepts of laws and why they exist. 

 Identifies community services and begins 

to understand their roles 

 Community services and roles 

 Laws and why they exist 

 

 

 

 
 

 Create class rules together. 

 Discuss community and state laws as they 

apply to the students and as they come up in 

informal discussions (i.e. crossing at the 

crosswalks, driving and voting at certain 

ages, recycling, etc.) 

 Decide as a group what rules are needed to 

maintain a safe and productive environment.    

 Guide students into categorizing rules into 

general areas: 1) our responsibilities to 

ourselves 2) our responsibilities to others 3) 

our responsibilities with our own things 4) 

 On-Going Formative 

Assessments 

 Teacher Created 

Summative Assessment 

 

 



Government and Civics: 
SS-EP-1.1.2 
Students will identify and explain the 
purpose of rules within organizations 
(e.g., school, clubs, teams) and 
compare rules with laws.  DOK 2 
 
SS-EP-1.3.1  Students will define basic 
democratic ideas (e.g., liberty, justice, 
equality, rights, responsibility) and 
explain why they are important today.   
 
SS-EP-1.3.2 Students will identify and 
give examples of good citizenship at 
home, at school, and in the community 
(e.g., helping with chores, obeying 
rules, participating in community 
service projects such as recycling, 
conserving natural resources, donating 
food/supplies) and explain why civic 
engagement in the community is 
important. 

 
Cultures and Societies 
Interactions Among Individuals and 
Groups  
SS-EP-2.2.1 Students will identify social 
institutions (government, economy, 
education, religion, family) and explain 
how they help the community. 
 

CLTs:  

 I can identify the rules within groups 

(school, clubs, teams). 

 I can explain the purpose of having rules.   

 I can explain why it is important to follow 

rules.   

 I can give examples of ways to be a good 

student. 

 I can give examples of ways to be helpful at 

home.   

 I can give examples of ways to be helpful in 

the community.    

 

our responsibilities with other people’s 

things.   

 Create a class book entitled, “Being a Good 

Citizen”. 

 Students will sort rules for home, 

community, and school. 

 Write and illustrate classroom 

rules/Constitution. 

 Create a cause and effect chart of what 

happens when you follow and don’t follow 

the rules (consequences).  

 

 Recycle by Gail Gibbons 

 Iris and Walter and the Substitute Teacher 

by Elissa Haden Gue  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

B: Authority and Power  
 

Essential Questions: 

*Who are the people who have 

authority to make and enforce 

rules and laws?   

*How is power used in our school 

and in our community by people 

who have no authority?   
 

 Power 

 Authority 

 Enforce 

 Rules/classroom-begins to recognize the 

concepts of laws and why they exist. 

 Rights and responsibilities within 

families, classrooms, schools, and 

communities 

 

 

 Use current events and daily life activities to 

discuss the purposes of specific laws. 

 Discuss the purpose of laws during culture 

studies. 

 Help develop a classroom “Bill of Rights” 

 Perform classroom jobs and duties 

 Discuss school rules and consequences 

 Discuss district discipline policy 

 Brainstorm a list of questions with the class 

to ask the principal, assistant principal, and/or 

 On-Going Formative 

Assessments 

 Teacher Created 

Summative Assessment 

 



Government: 
SS-EP-1.1.2 
Students will identify and explain the 
purpose of rules within organizations 
(e.g., school, clubs, teams) and 
compare rules with laws.  DOK 2 
 
SS-EP-1.3.1  Students will define basic 
democratic ideas (e.g., liberty, justice, 
equality, rights, responsibility) and 
explain why they are important today.   
 
SS-EP-1.3.2 Students will identify and 
give examples of good citizenship at 
home, at school, and in the community 
(e.g., helping with chores, obeying 
rules, participating in community 
service projects such as recycling, 
conserving natural resources, donating 
food/supplies) and explain why civic 
engagement in the community is 
important. DOK 2 

CLTs:  

 I can identify school as a place for 

learning. 

 I can identify the responsibilities of 

workers in my school. 

 I can identify how schools help the 

community. 

 I can identify how the community helps 

the school.    

 

 

safety officer about their roles in making and 

enforcing rules and laws.   

 Invite administrators to be interviewed by 

the class using questions generated by class. 

(Primary Source)  

 

 Back to School Rotten Ralph by Gantos 

 Ally Cat Takes Over First Grade by Leroe  

 

 

 

 

C: Rights and 
Responsibilities 
 
Essential Question/s: 

*Why are rights and 

responsibilities important?   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Government: 
SS-EP-1.3.1 Students will define basic 
democratic ideas (e.g., liberty, justice, 
equality, rights, responsibility) and 
explain why they are important today.   
 

 Right 

 Responsibility 

 Participation 

 Neighborhoods/communities 

 Community helpers 

 Rights and responsibilities within families, 

classrooms, schools, and communities 
 
 
 
 

CLTs:  

 I can identify how families and schools help 

the community. 

 I can identify rights I have at home and at 

school (e.g., got to school, be safe). 

 I can define responsibility. 

 I can identify responsibilities that I have at 

home and at school (e.g., treat others fairly). 

 Develop a class list of what qualities a good 

citizen has.   

 Use current events and daily life activities as 

a forum to discuss why community services 

exist. 
 Read “Chrysanthemum”.  Discuss how the 

author tells about bullying in the story.  Ask 

how is bullying a inappropriate use of 

authority?   

 Participate in cooperative groups. 

 Use manners and respect  

 Learn from book Teaching Students to Get 

Along: Reducing Conflict and Increasing 

Cooperation in K-6 classrooms by Lee Carter 

and Katia Peterson 

 Write about a time when their feeling were 

hurt because someone teased them. 

 Talk about appropriate ways to deal with 

bullying.   

 

 On-Going Formative 

Assessments 

 Teacher Created 

Summative Assessment 

 



SS-EP-1.3.2 Students will identify and 
give examples of good citizenship at 
home, at school, and in the community 
(e.g., helping with chores, obeying 
rules, participating in community 
service projects such as recycling, 
conserving natural resources, donating 
food/supplies) and explain why civic 
engagement in the community is 
important. 
 
Cultures and Societies 
SS-EP-2.2.1 Students will identify social 
institutions (government, economy, 
education, religion, family) and explain  
 
SS-EP-2.3.1 Students will describe 
various forms of interactions 
(compromise, cooperation, conflict, 
competition) that occur between 
individuals/groups at home and at 
school. 
 
SS-EP-2.3.2  Students will identify 
appropriate conflict resolution 
strategies (e.g., compromise, 
cooperation, communication).   

 I can identify the people in school responsible 

for enforcing the rules. 

 I can explain the need for people to enforce 

rules in my school.   

 I can identify the responsibilities of workers in 

my school.     

 

 

 
 

 The School Bus Driver from the Black 

Lagoon by Mike Thaler 

 Living in Urban Communities by Kristin 

Sterling 

 Whose Hat is This? By Katz Cooper 

 Vets by Diyan Leake 

 A Day in the Life of a Police Officer by 

Linda Hayward 

 Fire, Fire by Gail Gibbons 

 The Night Worker by Kate Banks 

 

  

D: Conflict Resolution   
 

Essential Questions:  

*What is justice?  

*What is cooperation?  

*How can conflicts be solved 

fairly at home, school, and in our 

community?   

 Awareness of culture beyond the 

classroom 

 Human needs are net through family and 

classroom 

 Family and Friends-students develop 

awareness of the culture of immediate 

surroundings including self, family, and 

classroom 

 Develop an awareness that human needs 

are met through self and family. 

 Jobs/manners 

 Community 

 Conflict 

 Resolution 

 Fair/Fairness 

 Using a children’s story, such as a fairytale, 

illustrate how characters make decisions and 

consequences that resolve from those 

decisions.    

 Brainstorm different ways to solve conflict.    

 Use role-play scenarios to problem solve 

different problems and solutions using 

cooperation.  

 Have students design a comic strip that 

demonstrates an everyday conflict.  In the last 

frame, students will create a resolution to the 

conflict to would result in cooperation.   

Students will act out their comic strips to the 

class.   

 

 On-Going Formative 

Assessments 

 Teacher Created 

Summative Assessment 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cultures and Societies 
SS-EP-2.1.1 Students will describe 
cultural elements (e.g., beliefs, 
traditions, languages, skills, literature, 
the arts). 
 
SS-EP-2.3.1 Students will describe 
various forms of interactions 
(compromise, cooperation, conflict, 
competition) that occur between 
individuals/groups at home and at 
school. 
 
SS-EP-2.3.2 Students will identify 
appropriate conflict resolution 
strategies (e.g., compromise, 
cooperation, communication). 

 Bullying 

 Differences can cause conflict 

 Develop awareness that differences can 

cause conflicts within a family and a 

classroom. 

 Develop awareness that difference can 

cause conflicts within classrooms and 

small groups. 

 Develop awareness of culture beyond the 

classroom  

 Listens and speaks respectfully to others; 

exhibits tolerance and respect for 

individuals differences (culture, gender, 

ethnic, mental, and physical) shows 

ability to compromise and cooperation 

with adults and peers. 

 
 

CLTs:  
 I can identify ways that people live together 

and interact in a community that consists of 

many different cultures.   

 I can identify ways that people solve 

problems.   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 And to Think we Thought that we’d Never 

Be Friends by Hobberman  

 The Brennan Town Musicians as told by 

Eugene Evans  

 A is for Africa by Ifeom Onyefulu 

 Love As Strong As Ginger by Lenore Look  

 People Say Hello by Will Barber 

 We All Went On Safari by Laurie Krebs 

 Games by Lisa Easterling 

 The Name Jar by Yangsook Choi 

 My Granny Went to Market by Stella 

Blackstone 

 Family Pictures/Cuadros de Familia by 

Carmen Lomas Garza 

 Too Many Tamales by Gary Soto 

 Snapshots from the Wedding by Gary Soto 

 Hats, Hats, Hats by Ann Morris 

 The Paper Crane by Molly Beng 

 I Love Saturdays by Alma F. Ada 

 I Hate English by Ellen Leine 

 

 

 



Big Idea 

UNIT 2: GEOGRAPHY 
Geography includes the study of the five fundamental themes of location, place, regions, movement and human/environmental interaction. Students need 
geographic knowledge to analyze issues and problems to better understand how humans have interacted with their environment over time, how geography 
has impacted settlement and population, and how geographic factors influence climate, culture, the economy and world events. A geographic perspective 
also enables students to better understand the past and present and to prepare for the future. 

 
Essential Questions: 

1.  How do maps help us to locate ourselves and understand our world? 

2.  What are the key elements of maps and globes?  

3. How do we use maps and globes to describe places around the world?    

4. How do you use a map and a globe to locate places?  

5. Where is Kentucky on a map of the United States and on the globe?  

6. How do you find Covington on a Kentucky map and on a globe?  

7. How does our location effect our lives?  

8. What are ways that people adapt to/modify their physical environment in order to live?   

9. How does the physical environment of Kentucky affect our lives?   

10. How does the weather in Covington affect our community?  

Specific Content Area 
 

Vocabulary/Concepts/Skills/CLTs Activities/Resources Assessments 

A. Maps and Globes 
 

Essential Question/s: 

*What are the key elements of 

maps and globes?  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Map 

 Globe 

 Cardinal Directions (North, South, East, 

West) 

 Compass Rose  

 Map Key/Legend 

 Map Scale  

 Symbol 

 Location  

 Place 

 Locate 

 Every place is unique and can be described 

by its human and physical characteristics. 

(e.g., language, religion, housing, landforms, 

climates, water, geographical locations). 

 Recognizes that map and globes show 

places.  Begins to know the difference 

between maps and globes.     

 Difference between maps and globes, city & 

state, country & continent 

 Locate places on a map and/or globe. 

 Make a map of the classroom on a poster 

board and draw themselves at their desk/table. 

 Using a political map of the United States 

and a globe, identify the location of the 

compass rose, map key/legend, and scale.   

 Using cardinal directions, have students 

create a simple map of the school.  Have them 

create a title, compass rose, map key/legend, 

and scale.    

 Watch the teacher draw continents on a 

grapefruit, cut and flatten the grapefruit to 

illustrate how a globe is 3-dimensional and a 

map is flat. 

 Use containers that fit one inside the other 

to represent city, country, and continent. 
 Begins to develop awareness of city, state, 

country, continent, bodies of water and 

compass rose. 

 

 On-Going Formative 

Assessments 

 Teacher Created 

Summative Assessment 

 



 
Geography 
SS-EP-4.1.1 Students will use 
geographic tools (e.g., maps, globes, 
mental maps, charts, graphs) to locate 
and describe familiar places at home, 
school, and the community. 

 

 
SS-EP-4.1.2 Students will use 
geographic tools to identify major 
landforms (e.g., continents, mountain 
ranges); bodies of water (e.g., oceans, 
major rivers); and natural resources on 
Earth’s surface and use relative 
location. 

 
CLTs: 
 I can identify a globe. 
 I can identify a map. 
 I can describe the difference between a map 
and a globe.   
 I can identify the parts of a map, such as the 
map/key legend, map title, compass rose, and 
scale. 
 I can explain symbols that are used on a map.  
 I can locate places on a map and a globe. 
 I can identify and use cardinal directions 
(north, south, east, and west). 
 I can identify the distance between two places 
using scale.   
 I can identify the location of people in relation 
to one another.   
 I can locate my state on a map of the United 
States.   

B. Using Maps and Globes 
to Describe Places on 
Earth 

 

Essential Questions: 

*How do we use maps and globes 

to describe places around the 

world?    

*How do you use a map and a 

globe to locate places?  

*Where is Kentucky on a map of 

the United States and on the 

globe?  

*How do you find Covington on a 

Kentucky map and on a globe?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Physical Map  

 Political Map 

 River  

 Lake 

 Ocean  

 Peninsula 

 Gulf 

 Ocean 

 Hill  

 Mountain 

 Valley  

 Covington 

 Kentucky 

 United States of America 

 Kenton County 

 Ohio River 

 Atlantic Ocean 

 Gulf of Mexico 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Compare a physical map to a political map.  

Use a Venn Diagram and/or T-Chart. 

 Show students a political map of the United 

States.   Discuss how the states are divided.   

Point out Kentucky and discuss the shape, 

size, and location of our State.    

 Have cookies in the shape of Kentucky.  

Have students different colored icing, 

sprinkles, etc. to mark the various landmarks.  

(i.e., a chocolate chip to mark major cities, a 

Hershey Kiss to mark Frankfort as the capital).   

Have students also create a map key/legend, 

compass rose, and scale on their cookie map 

(on a small piece of poster board underneath.   

 Use Google Earth to show students the 

location of their community in relation to the 

rest of the world.   

 Walking Tours of Covington 
 Water, Water Everywhere by Mark J. 

Rauzon 

 Polar Regions by Cassie Mayer 

 Follow the Water from Brook to Ocean by 

Arthur Dorros 

 On-Going Formative 

Assessments 

 Teacher Created 

Summative Assessment 

 

 



Geography 
SS-EP-4.1.2 Students will use 
geographic tools to identify major 
landforms (e.g., continents, mountain 
ranges); bodies of water (e.g., oceans, 
major rivers); and natural resources on 
Earth’s surface and use relative 
location. 

 

SS-EP-4.1.3 Students will describe how 
different factors (e.g. river, mountains) 
influence where human activities are 
located in the community.   
 
SS-EP-4.2.1 Students will describe 
places on Earth’s surface by their 
physical characteristics (e.g., climate, 
landforms, bodies of water). 

CLTs: 
 I can identify water and land on a globe. 
 I can identify water and land on a map.   
 I can use maps and globes to identify physical 
features on Earth’s surface.  (landforms and 
bodies of water)  
 I can identify and describe a physical map.  
 I can identify and describe a political map. 
 I can locate the state of Kentucky on a political 
map. 
 I can locate the city of Covington on a political 
map.   

C. The World Around Us 
 

Essential Questions: 

*How does our location effect our 

lives?  

*What are ways that people adapt 

to/modify their physical 

environment in order to live?   

*How does the physical 

environment of Kentucky affect 

our lives?   

*How does the weather in 

Covington affect our community?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Climate 

 Weather 

 Community 

 Culture 

 Town 

 City 

 State 

 County 

 People have ways of speaking, different 

houses/homes, and different climate. 

 People need food, shelter and clothing 

 Develop awareness of culture beyond the 

classroom  

 Begins to understand that people get food, 

shelter, and clothing from their 

environment.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Match the geographic term to the picture of 

the geographic feature. 

 Have students compare and contrast 

Covington with a more southern community 

located in our State.  Students can use a Venn 

Diagram to compare/contrast such things as 

climate, crops, economy, etc.  

 Discuss how extreme weather conditions can 

impact a community.   

 Post a map of the United States in the 

classroom.   Keep this map up for the entire 

school year, so that it can be a reference point 

for students as you study social studies.    

 Our Apple Tree by Gorel Kristina Naslund 

 What Is It Made From?   By Bobbie 

Kalman 

 Where Does Our Food Come From? By 

Bobbie Kalman 

 Farming by Cassie Mayer 

 Rubber by Cassie Mayer 

 Busy Tractors, Busy Days by Lori Haskins 

Houran 

 

 On-Going Formative 

Assessments 

 Teacher Created 

Summative Assessment 

 



Geography 
SS-EP-4.1.2 Students will use 
geographic tools to identify major 
landforms (e.g., continents, mountain 
ranges); bodies of water (e.g., oceans, 
major rivers); and natural resources on 
Earth’s surface and use relative 
location. 
SS-EP-4.1.3 Students will describe how 
different factors (e.g. river, mountains) 
influence where human activities are 
located in the community.   
 
SS-EP-4.2.1 Students will describe 
places on Earth’s surface by their 
physical characteristics (e.g., climate, 
landforms, bodies of water). 
 
SS-EP-4.4.1 Students will describe ways 
people adapt to/modify the physical 
environment to meet their basic needs 
(food, shelter, clothing).   
 
 
 

CLTs: 
 I can identify some ways that people use the 
land and water to help them live (e.g., food, 
shelter, clothing).   
 I can identify ways that people adapt 
to/modify the physical environment to help 
them live.   
 I can identify ways people use waterways or 
rivers for transportation and/or travel.   

 



Big Idea 

UNIT 3: HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE  
History is an account of events, people, idea+-9*+-9*1`s, and their interaction over time that can be interpreted through multiple perspectives. In order for 
students to understand the present and plan for the future, they must understand the past. Studying history engages students in the lives, aspirations, 
struggles, accomplishments, and failures of real people. Students need to think in an historical context in order to understand significant ideas, beliefs, 
themes, patterns and events, and how individuals and societies have changed over time in Kentucky, the United States, and the World. 

 

*Essential Questions: 

1.  What can we learn ourselves from the past?  

2.  What is history? 

3.  Why do we remember people from the past?  

4.  How is our family life different than life in the past?   

5.  How is our school life today different from school life in the past?  

6.  How is our community life different from community life in the past?  

7.  Why do we study about important events in U.S. History?  

8.  Why do we celebrate national holidays?   

9.  Why are national symbols important to U.S. citizens?  

Specific Content Area 
 

Vocabulary/Concepts/Skills/CLTs Activities/Resources Assessments 

A.  People from the Past  
 
Essential Questions: 

*What is history?  

*Why do we remember people 

from the past?  

*How is our family life different 

than life in the past?   

*How is our school life today 

different from school life in the 

past? 

*How is our community life 

different from community life in 

the past?  

 
Historical Perspective 
SS-EP-5.1.1 Students will use a variety 
of primary and secondary sources 
(e.g., artifacts, diaries, timelines) to 
interpret the past. 

 Primary Source 

 Secondary Source 

 history 

 national  

 past  

 famous people 

 Family 

 School 

 Community 

 History can be learned by artifacts 

 Concept of yesterday, today, future, present 

 Cause and effect as related to past events 

 People have ways of speaking, different 

houses/homes, and different climate 

 

 
CLTs: 

 I can use primary sources to explain about 

the past  

 I can use secondary sources to explain about 

the past.   

 Read a biography on a famous American   

Make a chart about that person where students 

have to support their facts by using research 

from the book.    

 Mark some of the birthdays of famous 

people from the past on a calendar.   Discuss 

why we celebrate these days as national 

holidays?  

 Create a class character map of a historical 

figure from American history.   

 Create a T-chart of characteristics of 

families “Then”(Past) and “Now” (Present) 

 Create a Venn Diagram to compare and 

contrast school “Then” (Past) and “Now” 

(Present). 

 Have students bring in primary sources of 

time past (photographs, artifacts, etc.) 

 Little House in the Big Woods by Laura 

Ingalls Wilder 

 The Year at Maple Hill Farm by Alice 

Provensen 

 On-Going Formative 

Assessments 

 Teacher Created 

Summative Assessment 

 



 
 
 
 
SS-EP-5.2.3 Students will describe 
change over time in communication, 
technology, transportation, and 
education in the community. 

 

 

 I can identify a primary source and explain 

its significance.   

 I can identify some famous people from 

American history.    

 I can use many different kinds of sources to 

learn about the past. 

 I can compare and contrast life today to life 

in the past.   

 I can identify change over time in my 

community.   

 How People Learned to Fly by Fran 

Hodgkins 

B. Holidays, Symbols, and 
Songs 
 

Essential Questions: 

* Why do we study about 

important events in U.S. 

History?  

*Why do we celebrate national 

holidays?   

*Why are national symbols 

important to U.S. citizens?  

 
Cultures and Societies 
SS-EP-2.1.1 Students will describe 
cultural elements (e.g., beliefs, 
traditions, languages, skills, literature, 
the arts). 
 
Historical Perspective 
SS-EP-5.2.1 Students will identify 
significant patriotic and historical 
songs, symbols, 
monuments/landmarks (e.g., “The 
Star- Spangled Banner,” the 
Underground Railroad, the Statue of 
Liberty) and patriotic holidays (e.g., 
Veterans Day, Martin Luther King Jr. 
Day, Fourth of July) and explain their 
historical significance. 
 

 Holidays 

 Symbols  

 Songs  

 America 

 National  

 Celebrate 

 American symbols-understands 

symbolism of the flag and demonstrates 

respect for the American flag 

 National Holidays 

 

 
 

 

CLTs: 

 I can identify important events in U.S. 

History. 
 I can identify patriotic songs of our 

country. 
 I can identify patriotic holidays of our 

country. 
 I can identify patriotic symbols of our 

country.   
 I can use a map or globe to identify the 

location of important events in U.S. 

History.  

 Discuss why and how we celebrate various 

holidays such as Memorial Day, Veteran’s 

Day, President’s Day, and Thanksgiving. 

 Compare and contrast national holidays with 

religious holidays.   Discuss the difference 

between the two.  

 Play and sing patriotic songs such as the Star 

Spangled Banner and America the Beautiful. 

 

 Discuss original flag by Betsy Ross using 

book “Betsy Ross” by Alexandra Wallner or 

other books of choice. 

 The Wall by Eve Bunting 

 A is for America by Scillian 

 A Flag for All by Brimmer 

 Veteran’s Day by Cotton  

 On-Going Formative 

Assessments 

 Teacher Created 

Summative Assessment 

 



Big Idea 

UNIT 4: ECONOMICS  

Economics includes the study of production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services. Students need to understand how their economic 
decisions affect them, others, and the nation as a whole. The purpose of economic education is to enable individuals to function effectively both in their own 
personal lives and as citizens and participants in an increasingly connected world economy. Students need to understand the benefits and costs of 
economic interaction and interdependence among people, societies, and governments. 

 
*Essential Questions: 

1.   How can money be saved and/or spent on goods and services?  

2.   What is the scarcity of resources? (Why do we run out of some resources?) 

3.   What choices have to be made when resources are scarce?  

4.   How can saving money help you obtain things you want?  

5.   How can a bank help us save money?   

Specific Content Area 
 

Vocabulary/Concepts/Skills/CLTs Activities/Resources Assessments 

A.  Needs and Wants  
 

Essential Questions: 

* What is the difference between 

a good and a service? 

*How do goods and services meet 

people’s needs and wants?  

*What is the difference between a 

buyer and a seller?  

*How is money used to conduct 

business between buyers and 

sellers? 

*What is the difference between a 

“producer” and “consumer”?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Goods 

 Services 

 Buyer  

 Seller 

 Producer 

 Consumer 

 Resources 

 Money 

 Purchase 

 Making a choice gives up what is not 

chosen 

 People need food, shelter and clothing 

 Distinguish between wants and needs 

 Introduce goods and services are based 

on availability 

 Where money comes from 

 Money is a means of trade 

 Students will describe productive, 

distribution, and consumption. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Create a chart of goods and services that are 

important in students’ lives.   

 Sort goods and series according to needs and 

wants. 

 Ask a businessperson to talk to the class 

about what he/she produces or provides a 

service for.   

 Discuss how resources influence choice of 

settlement during cultural studies. 

 Identify example of bartering in folk tales 

and other literature and in historical activities 

that arise throughout the year. 

 

 A Chair for My Mother by Vera Williams 

 What Do We Need? By Trisha Callella 

 Those Shoes by Maribet Boelts 

 My Granny Went to the Market by Stella 

Blackstone 

 Rubber by Cassie Mayer 

 Bunny Money by Rosemary Wells 

 

 
 

 On-Going Formative 

Assessments 

 Teacher Created 

Summative Assessment 

 



Economis 
SS-EP-3.1.1 Students will define basic 
economic terms related to scarcity 
(e.g., opportunity cost, wants and 
needs, limited productive resources--
natural, human, capital) and explain 
that scarcity requires people to make 
economic choices and incur 
opportunity costs. 
 
SS-EP-3.3.1 Students will define basic 
economic terms related to markets 
(e.g., market economy, markets, wants 
and needs, goods and services, profit, 
consumer, producer, supply and 
demand, barter, money, trade, 
advertising). 
 
SS-EP-3.3.2 Students will explain 
different ways that people acquire 
goods and services (by 
trading/bartering goods and services 
for other goods and services or by 
using money). 

CLTs: 

 I can identify and give examples of a want. 

 I can identify and give examples of a need.   

 I can explain the difference between needs 

and wants.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 I can identify and give examples of goods.   

 I can identify and give examples of 

services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 I can identify how many people get goods 

and services.   

 

 

B.  Spending and Saving 
Money 
 

Essential Questions: 

* What is the scarcity of 

resources? (why do we run out of 

some resources?) 

*What choices have to be made 

when resources are scarce?  

*How can saving money help you 

obtain things you want?  

*How can a bank help us save 

money?   

 

 

 

 Scarcity 

 Opportunity Cost 

 Bank  

 Money 

 Saving  

 Spending 

 Factors that influence what you buy 

 Difference between public and private 

goods and services 

 Develop an understanding about making 

choices of goods and services based upon 

availability. 

 Begins to understand that different 

factors such as income, family size, etc. 

influence a person’s choice to buy. 

 Begin to discriminate between public 

and private goods and services.   

 

 Give examples of when students would have 

to make choices in purchasing items.   

 Give examples of resources that are 

renewable and nonrenewable.   Discuss what 

do with a nonrenewable resource.   

 Provide students with a mock budget and 

have them make choices in purchasing items 

out of an advertisement or magazine.   

 Discuss price of things they have bought and 

explain what they had to pay on those items. 

 Learn that taxes are paid for particular goods 

and services and those goods and services are 

used or discussed in class (e.g., textbooks, 

equipment, etc.) 

 

 The Lorax by Dr. Seuss 

 Spending and Saving by Hill 

 On-Going Formative 

Assessments 

 Teacher Created 

Summative Assessment 

 



Economics 
SS-EP-3.1.1 Students will define basic 
economic terms related to scarcity 
(e.g., opportunity cost, wants and 
needs, limited productive resources--
natural, human, capital) and explain 
that scarcity requires people to make 
economic choices and incur 
opportunity costs. 
 
SS-EP-3.2.1 Students will identify and 
give examples of economic institutions 
(banks) and explain how they help 
people deal with the problem of 
scarcity (e.g., loan money, save money) 
in today’s market economy. 

 

CLTs: 

 I can define scarcity and give an example. 

 I can define opportunity cost and give an 

example. 

 I can identify why some resources are 

scarce, when others are not. 

 

 

 

 

 

 I can describe money and how to use it. 

 I can describe the purpose of banks. 

 I can explain how saving money helps you 

purchase goods and/or services.   

 Don’t I Need It? Or Do I Want It? by 

Larson 

 Alexander Who Used to be Rick Last 

Sunday by Viorst 

 


